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Connecting factors for ACADEMIA SUPERIOR

Points for further discussion

awareness building

provide an insight into this topic (by guidelines, courses, etc.)

build up more trust in who people are dealing with and who they are giving their information to

help individuals to be more like who they are

What questions does society have related to Big Data?

What are the aims and opportunities of the society?

'Shareconomy' - What can we make out of it?

Tools for development

best practices: opportunities of Big Data

the strength of Upper Austria related to Big Data

don't reinvent everything new but use what is there and make it better

make business by working together

regulations for Upper Austria that promote development

interdisciplinary know-how (maths, informatics, etc.) in Upper Austria: Who is needed where and why?

information technology: needs in Upper Austria

new ways to get to data and access to information and to distill it better

sharing our culture, history and nature with the help of Big Data
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"We have to start to build up more trust."

Topics in the interview

Definition of Big Data

the next step in the
evolution of technology

access to information

to find more opportunities to
make both society and us better

Access to Information

to prepare for the future

to be more informed and better informed

to get greater clarity and accuracy

what customers find of interest

to understand people better

to get better answers, solutions, products and services

to use it as a competitive weapon

to be more efficient and successful

to look for the unknown

to see more golden nuggets

to get closer to truth

to help people to help themselves

to create new perspectives

to come up with different choices and options

to prevent bad things from happening

e.g. prevent fraud and minimize risks that are
associated with transacting business on the Internet

(young  people want) to get things faster and more accuratly

to get more flexibility and more choices

Recognition of Opportunities for Development

to process data better

to distill information that is relevant (for customers/for an individual)

come up with different and new ways of using Big Data

keep asking questions

build up more trust in who people are dealing with
and who they are giving their information to

look at the data openly

fear versus opportunity: How to balance and how to make sense of it?

Big Data can help understand ourselve better

focus on your strength

people should share much more

improve, connect and work together

help individuals to be more like who they are

engage more people

the more data the bigger the benefit

regulations across governments should be shared

we have to have some global framework

use technology information: people should expand it to their community,
families, partners, etc. and learn from each other

the exchange of information needs to be more open

businesses should experiment with data

enable new ways to get to data & access to information for
themselves and their customers

still keep your roots: your history, culture, etc. - share it!

professors, governments, parents, etc. should provide
an insight into this topic by guidelines, courses, etc.

Big Data is a great opportunity for small communities


